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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like layouts!

Doing things is much easier, when
done to the music of Roll Tide

Campus I-Spy!
From Sender-Inner Claire Allison

You know that place outside of the M&M where the snow speakers
were during Carny? With the melting of the snow, all the stuff that the
drunken hooligans dropped while PARTYING EXCESSIVELY has been
revealed, and I wrote an I SPY for it. All this shit really is out there on
the ground, go look. Seriously, GO LOOK! (Well, everything except
the cans. I took those and made 11 dollars! Ha ha!)
I spy a dining hall fork and a pop can by the tree,
A moldy pack of tuna and well-worn Frisbee,
12 circular magnets, a bottle of whiskey,
An empty condom package – someone got frisky,
Seventeen beer cans, a keychain from Theta Tau,
Two lenses from glasses and a rut from the snowplow,
A necklace, a bracelet, some earrings with bows,
A ring that may or may not be from somebody’s nose,
Three Monster cans, a tiny bottle from a pub,
And a bunch of those magnets you can buy at the MUB,
Broken glass, broken rocks, a tiny blue kazoo,
A cork that’s still attached to its corkscrew,
A broken credit card that someone’s really going to miss,
A broken army knife with the prestigious label ‘Swiss’,
Five hats, four scarves, three pens and two mittens,
A sharpie that works, and at least twenty buttons.

IRHC Considers to take broomball off
ice, onto grass
By @Dinsmoor~ Daily Bull

In light of the recent weather that
has hit Houghton, IRHC is considering to delay the Broomball season for 2013 to allow broomball
to be played off of the ice that
it is currently being played on,
to grass, something seemingly
abundant in Houghton as of recently.
“We had major problems this
past season with games being
canceled due to warm weather,
almost to the point that playoffs were not going to be held.
Looking into this, the broomball
committee and IRHC are highly
considering allowing broomball

to be played on grass. As we all
know, it’s easier to keep snow off
the rinks than it is to keep ice in
the warm temperatures,” stated
the Broomball committee chair.
Temperatures in Houghton have
steadily been on the rise since
mid January, peaking at the mid
80s this past weekend, which
proposes the question “what
would happen if this warm up
happened earlier in the season?”
Inevitably this question results in a
unanimous answer, “there would
be a shorter season.” Keeping
this in mind, the IRHC proposal
would result in a full broomball
...see Grassy ballin on back

If you’ve always liked free stuff and don’t mind some dirt,
Come root around in the mud… it can’t hurt!”

Not Pictured: The Dirt Slushie that is the north goal.
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

We Deliver All Over This Place
Just Call For A Hot Studio Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

Did you know?
The Daily Bull wants
YOUR FEEDBACK.
Afterall, you help
pay for us! So it’s
only natural that
we ask for YOU,
THE READERS’
opinion on our
layout. Do you
like it this way? Or
should we throw
back to horizontal?
Make your voice
heard! Vote now
and leave your
comments at:
http://tinyurl.com/bullpoll
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season, however it would change some essential rules in broomball.
No longer would there be ice to play on, meaning that checking and sliding would be prohibited. Shoe
checks would become eliminated and would instead allow cleats. Rules such as these and various others
are being discussed. However, it stands to be seen if the players would enjoy such a change.
“It’s really annoying to not play on every warm day, so much so that I don’t think I would really notice it if
we played on grass. Better than not playing at all!” an anonymous student stated.
“This is a very hard decision, and looking at the farmers almanac for next year, it may not be the craziest
thing we’ve seen happen in Houghton.”

SAMU-RIDE!

